Search result diversification has recently gained attention as a means to tackle ambiguous queries. While query ambiguity is of particular concern for the short queries commonly observed in a Web search scenario, it is unclear how much diversity is actually promoted by Web search engines (WSEs). In this paper, we assess the diversification performance of two leading WSEs in the context of the diversity task of the TREC 2009 and 2010 Web tracks. Our results show that these WSEs perform effectively for queries with multiple interpretations, but not for those open to multiple aspects related to a single interpretation. Moreover, by deploying a state-of-the-art diversification approach based on query suggestions from these WSEs themselves, we show that their diversification performance can be further improved.
INTRODUCTION
Queries submitted to a Web search engine (WSE) are typically short and often ambiguous [5] . In such a scenario, an effective approach is to diversify the search results. By doing so, the probability of satisfying potentially different information needs underlying an ambiguous query is maximised [3] . Although search result diversification is a naturally motivated approach in a Web search scenario, it is unclear how much diversity is actually promoted by existing WSEs.
In this paper, we assess the effectiveness of two leading WSEs in the context of the diversity task of the TREC 2009 and 2010 Web tracks [1, 2] . By breaking down this assessment over queries with different levels of ambiguity, we show that these WSEs perform effectively for queries open to multiple interpretations, but not for those open to multiple aspects of a single interpretation. In the latter case, we show that both WSEs can be further improved by leveraging evidence readily available to them-i.e., query suggestionswithin a state-of-the-art diversification approach.
In the rest of this paper, Section 2 describes our methodology and the experimental setup that supports our investigations in Section 3. Our conclusions follow in Section 4.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
Our investigations aim to answer two research questions: [3] . Moreover, each query comprises relevance assessments for 1 to 6 sub-topics, identified by TREC assessors as representing different interpretations or aspects of the query. Besides reporting average performance figures over all 98 queries, we break down our evaluation for queries with different types (ambiguous vs. underspecified) as well as with different number of sub-topics (1 to 6).
As WSEs, we consider Bing and Google, henceforth referred to as WSEs A and B, in no particular order, so as to preserve anonymity. In particular, for each of the considered 98 queries, we obtain up to 1000 results from these WSEs using their public APIs. 1 The URLs retrieved by each WSE are then normalised and matched against those in the TREC ClueWeb09 corpus. While this procedure is necessary to enable the reuse of the TREC Web track relevance assessments, the obtained rankings should be seen as a 'lower bound' of what these WSEs could have produced if they constrained themselves to the ClueWeb09 corpus. To provide an ample analysis, we consider both ClueWeb09 A, with 500 million English Web pages, and its first-tier subset, ClueWeb09 B, which comprises 50 million pages.
To investigate whether there is room for improving the diversification performance of these WSEs, we deploy a stateof-the-art diversification framework to re-rank their retrieved results. In particular, the xQuAD framework [4] -one of the top performers at the diversity task of the TREC 2009 and 2010 Web tracks [1, 2] -builds upon an explicit representation of the aspects underlying an ambiguous query. Following Santos et al. [4] , we re-rank the results retrieved by each WSE using xQuAD, with query suggestions-provided by the WSE itself-representing different query aspects. As xQuAD requires an estimation of the relevance of each result for every query aspect, we score all the results retrieved for a query with respect to each query suggestion using BM25. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Clarke et al. [1, 2] have shown that rankings produced by a WSE outperform all systems in the diversity task of the TREC 2009 and 2010 Web tracks. While this result suggests that WSEs indeed seek to diversify their search results, it is unclear how much diversity they actually promote under different scenarios. To investigate this, Table 1 shows the diversification performance of WSEs A and B in contrast to each other and as input to the xQuAD diversification framework. In particular, we break down this evaluation across two orthogonal dimensions: document corpora and query ambiguity level. The first dimension covers a large sample of the Web (ClueWeb09 A) and a high-quality, first-tier subset of this sample (ClueWeb09 B). The second dimension groups all 98 available queries from the TREC 2009 and 2010 Web tracks according to their type (ambiguous or underspecified) or their number of sub-topics. Diversification performance is given by ERR-IA and α-nDCG, both at rank cutoff 20. Significance is verified for WSE B compared to WSE A, as well as for xQuAD compared to WSEs A and B, according to the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. In particular, the symbols ( ) and ( ) denote a significant increase (decrease) at the p < 0.01 and p < 0.05 levels, respectively, while the symbol = denotes no significant difference.
Focusing on the ClueWeb09 A results, we note that WSE B outperforms WSE A on the whole set of 98 queries (significantly for ERR-IA). Looking at the breakdown by type, we observe that the higher performance of WSE A comes mostly from underspecified queries, for which it significantly outperforms WSE B. Indeed, when ambiguous queries are considered, the two WSEs do not differ significantly. In terms of the number of sub-topics underlying a query, WSE B consistently outperforms WSE A regardless of the number of sub-topics, although not significantly. When xQuAD is deployed on top of these WSEs (using each WSE's own query suggestions), no significant difference is observed for ambiguous queries. Regarding our first question, this suggests that Web search results are highly diverse, at least for ambiguous queries. For underspecified queries, however, both WSEs can be markedly improved (significantly for WSE A) with xQuAD. Regarding our second question, this shows that there is room for improving these WSEs' diversification performance, by leveraging their own query suggestions.
The results for ClueWeb09 B confirm these observations. In particular, WSE B significantly outperforms WSE A on the entire query set. Besides still markedly outperforming WSE A for underspecified queries, we observe that WSE B is now also significantly superior for ambiguous queries. Once again, the number of sub-topics does not play a significant role in explaining the relative performance of these two WSEs, with WSE B consistently outperforming WSE A. Lastly, we once more observe that xQuAD significantly improves both WSEs, with gains coming from underspecified queries, but not from ambiguous queries.
CONCLUSIONS
We have thoroughly investigated the diversification performance of two leading WSEs in the context of the diversity task of the TREC 2009 and 2010 Web tracks. Our results expand on initial observations from the literature by analysing how diverse Web search results are for queries with different ambiguity levels. In particular, we have shown that the considered WSEs are already very effective at diversifying the results for ambiguous queries. However, when underspecified queries are considered, we have shown that there is room for significantly improving these WSEs' performance by leveraging their own query suggestions.
